
Pockets of Behaviors are Parts

Parts are Metaphors of the Unconscious

Pockets of Behaviors inside the Unconscious

Sequential Congruency

Smoking here

Not Smoking there

Only one In the present

Simultaneous Congruency

Multiple Parts

Present at the same time

Two Types of Parts

Towards / Towards Two Parts going to an Outcome

Towards / Away From
Conflicting Outcomes

Ask to think about Conflicts 
and to Put them in two different 
Spaces, where they Want.

First One

Where did you put it

See, hear the representation

Other One

Where did you put it

See, hear the representation

Back to first one

Aware of Kinesthetics

Aware of Intentions

Back to the other One

Aware of Kinesthetics

Aware of intentions

Back to First One

What's the Intention

What's the benefit of the intention

Back to Second One

What's the Intention

What's the benefit of the intention

Round Trips

Whats the intention 
behind (previous 
intention)

Shake off every time

Work Out Relationship between Intention 
behind One and Intention Two

Wait for basically the same word / common 
intention

Same logical Level

Same logical Type

Point out that there's conflicts, but when 
chunking up they've much in common

Parts Demo

Spatially Locate Parts

Awareness of Kinesthetics

Align of Intentions

First One

Ask for the best Behavior

That could help to Integrate

Second One

Ask for the best Behavior

That could help to Integrate

First One

Look over there What has it got that the other has not

Talking to you in position of 
first one, bring the qualities 
to the middle Go over there, feel the kinesthetics over here

Resources

Second One

What has it got that the other has not

Go over there, feel the kinesthetics over here

Talking to you in position of 
first one, bring the qualities 
to the middle

Look over there

Negotiation

Round Trips

Ask whether it is ok 
to come to the middle

Come to the middle How does it feel

Step backHow does it feel

Next hold out hands, 
watch come forward

What if both merged?

But images on each one hand

You get a peripheal visionNotice that the hands come together

Just as the two come together

Merge

Hands go to Chest

Step in the place where they in side

Ask to share the learnings of both parts

Round Trips

Elicit Resources of each Part

Qualities

Behavior

Visual Squash

Third

First

Intentions

Behavior

Negotiation

Squash

Summary


